
 

Given its global reach, Telkomsel has been able to establish a strong reputation and reputation for reliable service in Indonesia in
just a few short years. Though in the early 2000s it was the only provider in the country, today there are more than 20 telecom
providers competing to offer better services and lower rates to their customers. For this reason, many people have started using
cell phones that can be used anywhere in Indonesia with no roaming charges. However, when they travel to another part of the
country they find out that their phone is no longer compatible or even tuned into frequencies nearby. 

To solve this problem, Telkomsel started to offer mobile phones that are made to work in more than one area or area. Using a
simple mobile phone with several frequencies, the user is guaranteed to get good service in most parts of the country without
having to buy a new cell phone for each region. The Huawei E173 mobile phone is one of the mobile phones manufactured by
Huawei for Telkomsel.

To make sure that all new mobile phones offered by Telkomsel could be used anywhere in Indonesia, the government has
decided to establish an exclusive frequency or "band" for use by all cellular telephone service providers in Indonesia. The
frequency is called 2100 MHz and Telkomsel has a mobile phone that operates at that frequency. Huawei E173 is one of the cell
phones that can be used in Indonesia with no roaming charges.

This article powered by atandacom.com website; all original sentences, images, graphs and videos are Copyright OTAKOM &
Atandacom. All rights reserved for this website owner. The Huawei E173 comes in several variations or colors according to
research, these includes: Black (Black), Pink (Pink) and White (White). The size of the mobile phone is smaller than average
and proper handling is easy. The first thing that people notice about the mobile phone is its large and colorful display that looks
like a closed book. The mobile phone's outer casing is made of durable plastic, which makes it light and easy to carry wherever
you go.

The touchscreen mobile phone comes with a dual-core processor and an internal memory of 1GB as well as up to an additional
32GB (2GB) via MicroSD card. Unfortunately, there is no 3G connectivity on the Huawei E173 mobile phone. However, this
mobile phone is always connected via 2G (GSM/GPRS/EDGE) when in use. The group that uses this frequency in Indonesia is
labeled as the Indonesian Mobile Numbering Plan (INNP) and Telkomsel's specific band can be seen at
http://www.telkom.co.id/abouttelkom/customerinformation/UMTSUMTSIMSDCounterList2.pdf or http://mobitel.co.id/.
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